Library Guide

The ‘Yayoi Kusama: Life is the Heart of a Rainbow’ exhibition is a focused survey of Kusama’s work. This guide provides you with selected key resources about the exhibition themes. Please visit the QAGOMA Research Library and use the call numbers listed to locate books on the shelves.

The QAGOMA Research Library is located at the Gallery of Modern Art on Level 3.
Opening hours:
10.00am – 5.00pm, Tuesday–Friday
Closed Mondays, weekends and public holidays
T: +61 (0)7 3842 9557
E: library@qagoma.qld.gov.au
Search the online Library catalogue

EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

Storer, Russell (ed.). Yayoi Kusama: Life is the Heart of a Rainbow, National Gallery of Singapore, Singapore, 2017. QAG ExCat 2017.17

Check out the interactive created in 2011 for the Gallery’s exhibition ‘Look Now, See Forever’, which includes essays by exhibition curator Reuben Keehan, Bree Richards (former Assistant Curator of Contemporary Australian Art) and Mami Kataoka (Chief Curator, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo).
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Funding for insurance has been provided through the Queensland Government Exhibition Indemnification Scheme